
welcome to the world of EPDM



hertalan the waterproof solution 

Hertalan supplies world-wide unique EPDM products for durable and waterproof solutions. Being the first European EPDM producer ever 
to offer leading quality for over more than four decades. Innovation, product development and relations management are the main pillars 
of our company. Therefore we are able to provide an ever growing network, from European customers and world-wide importers to local 
dealers and buyers, with unique EPDM waterproofing solutions.

Hertalan has developed a wide range of roofing, cladding and DPC systems. EPDM is versatile and suitable for a selection of applications. 
After more than 40 years, we still innovate and produce systems in conformity with the market. We are involved from concept to realiza-
tion of many and varied projects. Hertalan was Europe’s first manufacturer of EPDM and is nowadays involved internationally. We stand 
for results, and connect leading products to an outstanding level of service. Welcome to our world of EPDM.



Hertalan Netherlands
Hertalan South GermanyHertalan United Kingdom

Hertalan Romania

Hertalan North Germany

Hertalan Netherlands started the production of EPDM 
systems around 1965. Because of this unique and popular 
product within the European market, our network of 
dealers expanded rapidly. A network which soon extended 
to other continents. Within a few years Hertalan became 
an established name in waterproof solutions, with clients 
in large parts of Europe, Africa and Asia. Thanks to the 
high standard of our service and systems, our client base is 
continuing to expand.

hertalan world-wide activity

Hertalan has several establishments: in The Netherlands 
(Kampen), Germany (Wesel and Stuttgart), England 
(Mansfield) and Romania (Baia Mare). Each establishment 
being closely involved in national customers, but also 
offering technical and market related support world-wide. 
The direct guidance of international projects is in the 
hands of our local dealers. Due to differences in climate 
and culture, every country and project needs its own 
specific approach. Hertalan is not restricted by frontiers. We 
offer clear advice everywhere, which is of an equally high 
standard as our products.



The world-wide success of Hertalan is not just based on our market leading products, this high standard originates from the power of 
the people involved. From the passion of our Research & Development team, which brings the greatest idea’s to life, from the precision of 
our production, where man and machine complement each other,  and from the passion of our sales team, with attention and interest 
for each single customer.

Hertalan isn’t a static enterprise where only numbers count. We invest in people; in our employees, distributors, clients and other market 
sectors. Our systems are suitable for both small and large purchasers. We aim for easy assimilation, durability, a high “return on investment” 
and 100 percent ecological justified systems. This way we create great products and projects, with a high human standard.

hertalan the power of involved employees



hertalan investing in durability

Our waterproof solutions are diverse, but our message is clear: a Hertalan system needs minimal attention. The long life cycle of our 
EPDM is very remarkable, even in these days of durability. Ever since the start of Hertalan EPDM we constantly keep on improving a good 
product.

This 100 percent ecological material is fully resistant to UV, ozone and other weather influences. It is  capable of being installed rapidly 
without the use of naked flame. It is root-proof and adheres to nearly every substrate. It is durable, flexible, lightweight and above all: our 
greatest pride.

Hertalan is originated in Holland. This is our stable operation base towards the (inter)national market. Hertalan EPDM systems are an 
investment in the future, based on proven quality.
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hertalan total solution, from concept to realization

Hertalan is an experienced partner in the field of project guidance. We have all the knowledge available for a complete service, from concept 
to realization. As well as providing the specification we can attend all  proceedings and undertake the training of (roof)contractors and 
provide guidance from the start of a project through to technical inspections, etc.
 
As a central contact point, Hertalan offers a full service package. Not only on the performance level, but also in cost control for clients, or 
in advising architects and specifiers. Over and above this we are familiar with the demands and wishes of divergent customers. We stand 
for results, with leading products and offer a complete  service from design through to completion of the project.
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Hertalan was the first in Europe to develop EPDM membranes. Long before the creation of the modern day bituminous products, we put 
EPDM on the market as (amongst others) a roofing material. Pioneering runs in the blood of our company. Despite the undisputed quality 
of our products, we focus on improvements. Thanks to our own R&D facilities we always meet with the most recent demands for safety, 
environmental  issues and durability. Furthermore, we often are ahead of the standard. Our foresight attracts a diverse  range of clients.
 
Our range of EPDM products and systems are applied without naked flame; a fire-safe technique, which is often decisive for (roof)
contractors and customers alike. With the aesthetic value of our assortment, like our facade applications, we serve the interests of many 
architects. Furthermore every customer benefits from the extreme durability and the low environmental impact of Hertalan products. 
Hertalan is a well-known oracle in the market, we offer every single customer individual, decisive advice.

hertalan focus on innovation



hertalan transfer of knowledge

The Hertalan selection offers many advantages, provided that the products are applied correctly. We gladly share our knowledge of 
innovative EPDM systems with our (potential) clients. Therefore we regularly organise training sessions and lectures about all sorts of 
aspects of EPDM in our own communications centre “TechnoPoint”. We can also offer in house CPD seminars.

Hertalan provides professional transfer of knowledge with certified EPDM products out of an organisation where quality and environmental 
management are highly appreciated. Hertalan is ISO 9001 and 14001 certified and our quality statements are laid down in KOMO, ATG 
and BBA certificates. 
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Hertalan UK • Unit 4A Isabella Court • Millennium Business Park • Mansfield Notts NG 19 7 JZ
Phone: +44 (0)1623 62 72 85 • Fax: +44 (0)1623 66 68 04 • E-mail: info@hertalan.co.uk • www.hertalan.co.uk

Hertalan UK is a subsidiary of Hertalan Group
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